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Abstract. The key to making program analysis practical for large concurrent
programs is to isolate a small set of interleavings to be explored without los-
ing precision of the analysis at hand. The state-of-the-artin restricting the set
of interleavings while guaranteeing soundness is partial order reduction (POR).
The main idea behind POR is to partition all interleavings ofthe given program
into equivalence classes based on the partial orders they induce on shared ob-
jects. Then for each partial order only one interleaving need be explored. POR
classifies two interleavings as non-equivalent if executing them leads to different
values of shared variables. However, some of the most commonproperties about
concurrent programs like detection of data races, deadlocks and atomicity as well
as assertion violations reduce to control state reachability. We exploit the key ob-
servation that even though different interleavings may lead to different values of
program variables, they may induce the same control behavior. Hence these in-
terleavings, which induce different partial orders, can infact be treated as being
equivalent. Since in most concurrent programs threads areloosely coupled, i.e.,
the values of shared variables typically flow into a small number of conditional
statements of threads, we show that classifying interleavings based on the control
behaviors rather than the partial orders they induce, drastically reduces the num-
ber of interleavings that need be explored. In order to exploit this loose coupling
we leverage the use of dataflow analysis for concurrent programs, specifically
numerical domains. This, in turn, greatly enhances the scalability of concurrent
program analysis.

1 Introduction
Verification of concurrent programs is a hard problem. A key reason for this is the be-
havioral complexity resulting from the large number of interleavings of transitions of
different threads. While there is a substantial body of workdevoted to addressing the
resulting state explosion problem, a weakness of existing techniques is that they do not
fully exploit structural patterns in real-life concurrentcode. Indeed, in a typical con-
current program threads areloosely coupledin that there is limited interaction between
values of shared objects and control flow in threads. For instance, data values written
to or read from a shared file typically do not flow into conditional statements in the file
system code. What conditional statements may track, for instance, are values of status
bits for various files, e.g., whether a file is currently beingaccessed, etc. However, such
status bits affect control flow in very limited and simplistic ways.

One of the main reasons why programmers opt for limited interaction between
shared data and control in threads is the fundamental fact that concurrency is complex.
A deep interaction between shared data and control would greatly complicate the de-
bugging process. Secondly, the most common goal when creating concurrent programs
is to exploit parallelism. Allowing shared data values to flow into conditional statements
would require extensive use of synchronization primitiveslike locks to prevent errors
like data races thereby killing parallelism and adversely affecting program efficiency.



An important consequence of this loose coupling of threads is that even though
different interleavings of threads may results in different values of shared variables,
they may not induce different program behaviors in that the control paths executed
may remain unchanged. Moreover, for commonly occurring correctness properties like
absence of data races, deadlocks and atomicity violations,we are interested only in
the control behavior of concurrent programs. Indeed, data race detection in concurrent
programs reduces to deciding the temporal propertyEF(c1 ∧ c2), wherec1 andc2 are
control locations in two different threads where the same shared variable is accessed
and disjoint set of locks are held. Similarly, checking an assertion violation involving
an expressionexprover control locations as well as program variables, can be reduced
to control state reachability of a special locationloc resulting via introduction of a
program statement of the formif(expr) GOTO loc; . Thus structural patterns in
real-life programs as well as in commonly occurring properties are best exploited via
reduction techniques that preserve control behaviors of programs rather than the actual
behavior defined in terms of program states.

The state-of-the-art in state space reduction for concurrent program analysis is Par-
tial Order Reduction (POR) [3, 8, 9]. The main idea behind PORis to partition all in-
terleavings of the given program into equivalence classes based on the partial orders
they induce on shared objects. Then for each partial order only one interleaving need be
explored. However, a key observation that we exploit is thatbecause of loose coupling
of threads even if different interleavings result in different values of shared (and local)
variables, they may not induce different control behaviors. In order to capture how dif-
ferent interleavings may lead to different program behaviors, we introduce the notion of
schedule sensitivetransitions. Intuitively, we say that dependent transitionst andt′ are
schedule sensitive if executing them in different relativeorders affects the behavior of
the concurrent program, i.e., changes the valuation of someconditional statement that
is dependent ont andt′. POR would explore both relative orders oft andt′ irrespective
of whether they induce different control behaviors or not whereas our new technique
explores different relative orders oft and t′ only if they induce different control be-
haviors. In other words, POR classifies interleavings with respect to global states, i.e.,
control locationsas well asthe values of program variables, as opposed to just control
behavior. However, classifying computations based solelyon control behaviors raises
the level of abstraction at which partial orders are defined which results in the collapse
of several different (state defined) partial orders, i.e., those inducing the same control
behavior. This can result in drastic state space reduction.

The key challenge in exploiting the above observations for state space reduction
is that deducing schedule insensitivity requires us to reason about program semantics,
i.e., whether different interleavings could affect valuations of conditional statements. In
order to carry out these checks statically, precisely and ina tractable fashion we lever-
age the use of dataflow flow analysis for concurrent programs.We show that schedule
insensitivity can be deduced in a scalable fashion via the use of numerical invariants
like ranges, octagons and polyhedra [7, 2]. Then by exploiting the semantic notion of
schedule insensitivity we show that we can drastically reduce the set of interleavings
that need be explored over and above POR.

2 Motivation
Consider a concurrent programP comprised of the two threadsT1 andT2 shown in
fig 1(a) accessing shared variablesh. Suppose that we are interested in the reachability
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of the global control state(a4, b4). Since all transitions write to the same shared vari-
able, i.e.,sh, each of the transitionsa1, a2 anda3 is dependent with each ofb1, b2 and
b3 except for the pair(a3, b3) both of which are read operations. As a result, in apply-
ing POR we would need to explore all interleavings of the local transitions of the two
threads excepta3 andb3. This results in the transition digram shown in fig. 1(b) where
a pair of the form(c1, c2) indicates that threadTi is at locationci but hasn’t executed
the statement atci. A downward arrow to the left (right) signifies a move byT1 (T2).

T1() {
a1: sh = sh + 1;
a2: sh = sh + 1;
a3: if (sh≥ 2)
a4: ...
}

T2(){
b1: sh = sh + 2;
b2: sh = sh + 3;
b3: if (sh≥ 6)
b4: ...
}
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However, if we track the values of the shared variablesh(assuming it was initialized
to 0), we see that at global states(a3, b1), (a3, b2), (a3, b3) and(a3, b4), sh ≥ 2 as a
result of which the if-condition at locationa3 of T1 always evaluates totrue. This leads
to the key observation that even though the statementsai and bj , wherei 6= 3 and
j 6= 3, are dependent and executing them in different order results in different values of
sh, it does not affect the valuation of the conditional statement ata3. Thus with respect
to a3 we need not explore different interleavings of the operations ofT1 andT2. In fact
it suffices to explore just one interleaving, i.e.,a1, a2, a3, b1, b2 andb3. Consider now
the conditional statementsh≥ 6 atb3. The guard evaluates tofalsein state(a1, b3) but
evaluates totrue in each of the states(a2, b3) and(a3, b3). Starting from state(a1, b1),
we see that we can reach the global state(a2, b3) wheresh≥ 6 and the state(a1, b3)
wheresh < 6. Thus at(a1, b1), we need to explore paths starting with the transition
(a1, b1) → (a2, b1) as well as those starting with(a1, b1) → (a1, b2). This is because
executing one of these transitions may result in the conditional statementb3 evaluating
to true and executing the other may result in it evaluating tofalse. Similarly, from state
(a1, b2) we need to explore paths starting via both its out-going transitions.

On reaching state(a2, b1), however, we see that all interleavings lead either to
(a2, b3) or to (a3, b3) and at both of these statessh ≥ 6, i.e., the conditional statement
at b3 evaluates totrue. In other words, starting at state(a2, b1) the precise interleaving
that is executed does not matter with respect to the valuation of b3. We would there-
fore like to explore just one of these interleavings leadingto (a4, b4). Hence starting at
global state(a2, b1) we explore just one successor. We choose to explore the one result-
ing from the transition fired byT1. Using a similar reasoning, we can see that it suffices
to allow onlyT1 to execute in each of the states(a2, b2) and(a3, b2). Furthermore, at
the states(a4, b1), (a4, b2) we have no choice but to executeT2. Similarly, at the states
(a1, b4) and(a2, b4) we have no choice but to executeT1. This leads to the transition
graph shown in fig. 1(c) clearly demonstrating the reduction(as compared to fig. 1(b))
in the set of interleavings that need be explored.
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In order to exploit the above observations, we need to determine for each state
(ai, bj) in the transaction graph and each conditional statementcon reachable from
(ai, bj), whetherconeither evaluates totrue along all interleavings starting at(ai, bj)
or evaluates tofalsealong all such interleavings. In general, this is an undecidable prob-
lem. On the other hand, in order for our technique to be successful our method needs
to be scalable to real-life programs. Dataflow analysis is ideally suited for this purpose.
Indeed, in our example if we carry out range analysis, i.e., track the possible range
of values thatsh can take, we can deduce that at the locations(a3, b1), (a3, b2) and
(a3, b3), sh lies in the ranges[2, 2], [4, 4] and[7, 7], respectively. From this it follows
easily that the conditional statement ata3 always evaluates totrue. It has recently been
demonstrated that not only ranges but even more powerful numerical invariants like oc-
tagons [7] and polyhedra [2] can be computed efficiently for concurrent programs all of
which can be leveraged to deduce schedule insensitivity. A key point is that exploiting
numerical invariants to falsify or validate conditional statements offers a good trade-off
between precision and scalability. This allows us to filter out interleavings efficiently
which can, in turn, be leveraged to make model checking more tractable.

3 System Model
We consider concurrent systems comprised of a finite number of processes or threads
where each thread is a deterministic sequential program written in a language such as
C. Threads interact with each other using communication/synchronization objects like
shared variables, locks and semaphores.

Formally, we define a concurrent programCP as a tuple(T ,V ,R, s0), whereT =
{T1, ..., Tn} denotes a finite set of threads,V = {v1, ..., vm} a finite set of shared
variables and synchronization objects withvi taking on values from the setVi, R the
transition relation ands0 the initial state ofCP. Each threadTi is represented by
the control flow graph of the sequential program it executes,and is denoted by the
pair (Ci, Ri), whereCi denotes the set of control locations ofTi andRi its transition
relation. A global states of CP is a tuple(s[1], ..., s[n], v[1], ..., v[m]) ∈ S = C1× ...×
Cn × V1 × ... × Vm, wheres[i] represents the current control location of threadTi and
v[j] the current value of variablevj . The global state transition digram ofCP is defined
to be the standard interleaved composition of the transition diagrams of the individual
threads. Thus each global transition ofCP results by firing a local transitiont of the
form (ai, g, u, bi), whereai andbi are control locations of some threadTi = (Ci, Ri)
with (ai, bi) ∈ Ri; g is a guard which is a Boolean-valued expression on the values
of local variables ofTi and global variables inV ; andu is a set of operations on the
set of shared and local variables ofTi that encodes how the value of these variables
are modified. Formally, an operationop on variablev is a partial function of the form
IN ×V → OUT ×V , whereV is the set of possible values ofv andIN andOUT are,
respectively, the set of possible input and output values ofthe operation. The notation
op(in, v1) → (out, v2) denotes execution of operationop of v with input valuein
yielding outputout while changing the value ofv from v1 to v2. Given a transition
(ai, g, u, bi), the set of operations appearing ing andu are said to beusedby t and are
denoted byused(t). Also, for transitiont : (ai, g, u, bi), we usepre(t) andpost(t) to
denote control locationsai andbj , respectively. A transitiont = (ai, g, u, bi) of thread
Ti is enabled in states iff s[i] = ai and guardg evaluates to true ins. If s[i] = ai

but g need not be true ins, then we simply say thatt is scheduledin s. We write
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s
t

−→ s′ to mean that the execution oft leads from states to s′. Given a transition
t ∈ T , we useproc(t) to denote the process executingt. Finally, we note that each
concurrent programCP with a global state spaceS defines the global transition system
AG = (S, ∆, s0), where∆ ⊆ S × S is thetransition relationdefined by(s, s′) ∈ ∆

iff ∃t ∈ T : s
t

−→ s′; ands0 is the initial state ofCP. For ease of exposition, in this
paper we consider concurrent programs with only two threadsalthough our techniques
extend easily to programs with multiple threads.

4 Schedule Insensitivity Reduction
The state-of-the-art in state space reduction for concurrent program analysis is Partial
Order Reduction (POR) [3, 8, 9]. POR classifies computationsbased solely on the par-
tial orders they induce. These partial orders are defined with respect to global states, i.e.,
control locationsas well asthe values of program variables, as opposed to just control
behavior. However, classifying computations based solelyon control behavior raises
the level of abstraction at which partial orders are defined which results in the collapse
of several different (state defined) partial orders, i.e., those inducing the same control
behavior. Whereas (ideally) POR would explore only one computation per partial order,
the goal of our new reduction is to explore only one computation for all these collapsed
partial orders. This can result in drastic state space reduction.

Concurrent Def-Use Chains and Control Dependency.Control flow within a thread
is governed by valuations of conditional statements. However, executing thread transi-
tions accessing shared objects in different orders may result in different values of these
shared objects resulting in different valuations of conditional statements of threads and
hence different control paths being executed. Note that thevaluation of a conditional
statementcondwill be so affected only if the value of a shared variableflowsinto cond.
This dependency is captured using the standard notion of adef-use chain. A definition
of a variablev is taken to mean an assignment (either syntactic or semantic, e.g., via a
pointer) tov. A definition-use chain (def-use chain)consists of a definition of a variable
in a threadT and all the uses, i.e., read accesses, reachable from that definition in (a
possibly different) threadT ′ without any other intervening definitions. Note that due
to the presence of shared variables a def-use chain may, depending on the scheduling
of thread operations, span multiple threads. Thus different interleavings can affect the
valuation of a conditional statementcondonly if there is a def-use chain starting from
an operation writing to a shared variablesh and leading tocond. This is formalized
using the notion ofcontrol dependency.

Definition. (Control Dependency).We say that a conditional statement cond at loca-
tion loc of threadT is control dependent on an assignment statement st of threadT ′

(possibly different fromT ) if there exists a computationx of the given concurrent pro-
gram leading a global state withT at location loc such that there is a def-use chain
from st to cond alongx.

Schedule Insensitivity.In order to capture how different interleavings may lead to dif-
ferent program behaviors, we introduce the notion of schedule sensitive (or equivalently
schedule insensitive) transitions. Intuitively, we say that transitionst andt′ of two dif-
ferent threads areschedule sensitiveif executing them in different relative orders affects
the behavior of the concurrent program, i.e., changes the valuation of some conditional
statement that is control dependent ont andt′. Formally,
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Definition (Schedule Sensitive Operations).LetOP be the set of operations on vari-
able var and V the set of possible values ofvar. ThenSen ⊆ OP × OP × S is a
schedule sensitivity relation forvar in states ∈ S if for all operationsop1, op2 ∈
OP , (op1, op2, s) 6∈ Sen (op1 and op2 are schedule insensitive forv) implies that
(op2, op1, s) 6∈ Sen, wherev is the value of var ins, and the following holds for all
possible inputsin1 andin2:

– if op1(in1, v) is defined andop1(in1, v) → (out1, v
′
1), thenop2(in2, v) is defined

if and only ifop2(in2, v
′
1) is defined; and

– if op1(in1, v) and op2(in2, v) are defined, then each conditional statement cond
that is control dependent onop1 or op2 and is scheduled in statet ∈ S either
evaluates to true along all paths of the given concurrent program leading froms to
t or it evaluates to false along all such paths.

Definition (Schedule Insensitive Transitions).Two transitionst1 andt2 are schedule
insensitive in states if

– the threads executingt1 andt2 are different, and
– eithert1 andt2 are independent ins, or for all op1 ∈ used(t1) andop2 ∈ used(t2),

if op1 and op2 are operations on the same shared object thenop1 and op2 are
schedule insensitive ins.

In the above definition we use the standard notion of (in)dependence of transitions as
used in the theory of partial order reduction (see [3]). The motivation behind defining
schedule insensitive transitions is that if in a global state s, transitionst1 and t2 of
threadsT1 andT2, respectively, are dependent then we need to consider interleavings
wheret1 andt2 are executed in different relative orders only if there exists a conditional
statementcondsuch thatcondis control dependent on botht1 andt2 and its valuation
is affected by executingt1 andt2 in different relative orders, i.e.,t1 andt2 are schedule
sensitive with respect tos.

We next define the notion ofcontrol equivalentcomputations which is the analogue
of Mazurkiewicz equivalent computations for schedule sensitive transitions.

Definition (Control Equivalent Computations). Two computationsx andy are said
to be control equivalent ifx can be obtained fromy by repeatedly permuting adjacent
pairs of schedule insensitive transitions, and vice versa.

Note that control equivalence is a coarser notion of equivalence than Mazurkiewicz
equivalence in that Mazurkiewicz equivalence implies control equivalence but the re-
verse need not be true. That is precisely what we need for moreeffective state space
reduction than POR.

5 Deducing Schedule Insensitivity
In order to exploit schedule insensitivity for state space reduction we need to provide an
effective, i.e., automatic and lightweight, procedure fordeciding schedule insensitivity
of a pair of transitions. By definition, in order to infer whether t1 andt2 are schedule
sensitive, we have to check whether there exists a conditional statementcondsatisfying
the following: (i) Control Dependence:of condon t1 andt2, (ii) Reachability: cond
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is enabled in a statet reachable froms, and (iii) Schedule Sensitivity:there exist
interleavings froms leading to states with different valuations ofcond.

In order to carry out these checks statically, precisely andin a tractable fashion
we leverage the use of dataflow flow analysis for concurrent programs. As was shown
in the motivation section, by using range analysis, we were able to deduce schedule
insensitivity of the local states(ai, bj), wherei ∈ [2..3] andj ∈ [1..3] which enabled
us to explore only one transition from each of them. We can, infact, leverage even more
powerful numerical invariants like octagons [7] and polyhedra [2].

Transaction Graph. In order to deduce control dependence, reachability and schedule
sensitivity, we exploit the notion of atransaction graphwhich has previously been used
for dataflow analysis of concurrent programs (see [4]). The main motivation behind the
notion of a transaction graph is to capture thread interference, i.e., how threads could
affect dataflow facts at each others locations. This is because, in practice, concurrent
programs usually do not allow unrestricted interleavings of local operations of threads.
Typically, synchronization primitives like locks and Java-style wait/notifies, are used in
order to control accesses to shared data or introduce causality constraints. Additionally,
the values of shared variables may affect valuations of conditional statements which,
in turn, may restrict the allowed set of interleavings. The allowed set of interleavings
in a concurrent program are determined by control locationsin threads where context
switches occur. In order to identify these locations the technique presented in [4] delin-
eatestransactions. A transaction of a thread is a maximal atomically executable piece
of code, where a sequence of consecutive statements in a given threadT areatomically
executableif executing them without any context switch does not affectthe outcome of
the dataflow analysis at hand. Once transactions have been delineated, the thread loca-
tions where context switches need to happen can be identifiedas the start and end points
of transactions. The transactions of a concurrent program are encoded in the form of a
transaction graphthe definition of which is recalled below.

Definition (Transaction graph) [4] Let CP be a concurrent program comprised of
threadsT1,..., Tn and letCi andRi be the set of control locations and transitions of
the CFG ofTi, respectively. A transaction graphΠCP of CP is defined asΠCP =
(CCP , RCP), whereCCP ⊆ C1 × ... × Cn andRCP ⊆ (C1, ..., Cn) × (C1, ..., Cn).
Each edge ofΠCP represents the execution of a transaction by a threadTi, say, and is
of the form(l1, . . . , li, . . . , ln) → (m1, . . . , mi, . . . , mn) where (a) starting at the
global state(l1, ..., ln), there is an atomically executable sequence of statements of Ti

from li to mi, and (b) for allj 6= i, lj = mj.

Note that this definition of transactions is quite general, and allows transactions to be
inter-procedural, i.e., begin and end in different procedures, or even begin and end inside
loops. Also, transactions are not only program but also analysis dependent.

Our use of transaction graphs for deducing schedule insensitivity, is motivated by
several reasons. First, transaction graphs allow us to carry out dataflow analysis for
the concurrent program at hand which is crucial in reasoningabout schedule insensi-
tivity. Secondly, transaction graphs already encode reachability information gotten by
exploiting scheduling constraints imposed by both synchronization primitives as well
as shared variables. Finally, the transaction graph encodes concurrent def-use chains
which we use in inferring control dependency. In other words, transaction graphs en-
codes all the necessary information that allows us to readily decide schedule sensitivity.
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Transaction graph Construction. We now recall the transaction graph construction
[4] which is an iterative refinement procedure that goes hand-in-hand with the compu-
tation of numerical invariants (steps 1-9 of alg. 1). In other words, the transaction graph
construction and computation of numerical invariants are carried out simultaneously via
the same procedure.

First, an initial set of (coarse) transactions are identified by using scheduling con-
straints imposed by synchronization primitives like locksand wait/notify and ignoring
the effects of shared variables (step 3-7 of alg. 1). This step is essentially classical POR
carried out over the product of the control flow graphs of the given threads. This initial
synchronization-based transaction delineation acts as a bootstrapping step for the entire
transaction delineation process. These transactions are used to compute the initial set of
numerical (ranges/octagonal/polyhedral) invariants. Note that once a (possibly coarse)
transaction graph is generated dataflow analysis can be carried out exactly as for sequen-
tial programs. However, based on these sound invariants, itmay be possible to falsify
conditional statements that enable us to prune away unreachable parts of the program
(Step 8) (see [4] for examples). We use this sliced program, to re-compute (via steps
3-7) transactions based on synchronization constraints which may yield larger transac-
tions. This, in turn, may lead to sharper invariants (step 8). The process of progressively
refining transactions by leveraging synchronization constraints and sound invariants in
a dovetailed fashion continues till we reach a fix-point.

Deducing Schedule Insensitivity.The transaction graph as constructed via the algo-
rithm described in [4] encodes transactions or context switch points as delineated via a
refinement loop that dovetails classical POR and slicing induced by numerical invari-
ants. In order to incorporate the effects of schedule insensitivity we refine this transac-
tion delineation procedure to avoid context switches induced by pairs of transitions of
different threads that are dependent yet schedule insensitive.

The procedure for schedule insensitive transaction graph construction is formalized
as alg. 1. Steps 1-9 of alg. 1 are from the original transaction delineation procedure
given in [4]. In order to collapse partial orders by exploiting schedule insensitivity,
we introduce the additional steps 10-32. We observe that given a state(l1, l2) of the
transaction graph, a context switch is required at locationl1 of threadT1 if there exists
a global state(l1, m2) reachable from(l1, l2) such thatl1 andm2 are schedule sensitive.
This is because executingl1 andm2 in different orders may lead to different program
behaviors. Since a precise computation of the schedule sensitivity relation is as hard
as the verification problem, in order to determine schedule insensitivity of(l1, m2), we
use a static over-approximation of the schedule sensitivity relation defined as follows:

Definition (Static Schedule Sensitivity).Transitionst1 and t2 scheduled at control
locationsn1 andn2 of threadsT1 andT2, respectively, are schedule insensitive at state
(n1, n2) of the transaction graph if for each conditional statementcondsuch that

– condis reachable from(n1, n2) in the transaction graph (Reachability),
– there are concurrent def-use chains in the transaction graph from bothn1 andn2

to cond(Control Dependence),
– condeither evaluates totruealong all paths of the transaction graph from(n1, n2)

to condor it evaluates tofalsealong all such paths (Schedule Insensitivity).

Using dataflow analysis, these checks can be carried out in a scalable fashion.
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Algorithm 1 Construction of Schedule Insensitive Transaction Graph
1: repeat
2: InitializeW = {(in1, in2)}, whereinj is the initial state of threadTj .
3: repeat
4: Remove a state(l1, l2) from W and add it toProcessed

5: Compute the setSuccof successors of(l1, l2) via POR by exploiting synchronization
constraints(Synchronization Constraints)

6: Add all states ofSucc not inProcessed to W .
7: until W is empty
8: Compute numerical invariants on the resulting synchronization skeleton to slice away un-

reachable parts of the program(Shared Variable Constraints)
9: until transactions cannot be refined further

10: repeat
11: for each state(l1, l2) of Π do
12: control oblivious = true

13: for each global state(l1, m2) wherem2 is dependent withl1 do
14: for each conditional statecondscheduled at state(r1, r2), say,do
15: if (r1, r2) is reachable from(l1, m2) then
16: if condis control dependent withl1 andm2 then
17: if inv(r1,r2) is the invariant at location(r1, r2) and ¬((inv(r1,r2) ⇒

cond) ∨ (inv(r1,r2) ∧ cond = false)) then
18: control oblivious = false

19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: if control oblivious then
25: for each predecessor(k1, l2) of (l1, l2) in Π do
26: for each successor(n1, l2) of (l1, l2) in Π do
27: remove(l1, l2) as a successor of(k1, l2) and add(n1, l2) as a successor.
28: end for
29: end for
30: end if
31: end for
32: until no more states can be sliced

Checking Reachability and Control Dependency.For our reduction to be precise it
is important that while inferring schedule insensitivity we only consider conditional
statementscondthat are reachable from(l1, m2). As discussed before, reachability of
global states is governed both by synchronization primitives and shared variable values
and by using numerical invariants we can infer (un)reachability efficiently and with high
precision. Importantly, this reachability information isalready encoded in the transition
relation of the transaction graph. In order to check controldependence ofcondonl1 and
m2, we need to check whether there are def-use chains from a shared variablev written
to at locationsl1 andm2 to a variableu accessed in the conditional statementcondat
locationr1 or r2, where state(r1, r2) of the transaction graph is reachable from(l1, l2).
Note that all states that have been deduced as unreachable via the use of numerical
invariants and synchronization constraints have already been sliced away via step 8 of
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alg. 1. Thus it suffices to track def-use chains along the remaining paths (step 14) in
the transaction graph starting at(l1, l2) (step 15). This can be accomplished in exactly
the same way as in sequential programs - the only difference being that we do it along
paths in the transaction graph so that def-use chains can span multiple threads.

Checking Schedule Insensitivity.Next, in order to deduce that a conditional statement
condscheduled in state(r1, r2) either evaluates totrue along all paths from(l1, m2)
to (r1, r2) or evaluates to false along all such paths, we leverage numerical invariants
computed in step 8 of alg. 1. Letinv(r1,r2) be the (range, octagonal, polyhedral) invari-
ant computed at(r1, r2). Then if condis either falsified, i.e.,cond∧inv(r1,r2) = false
or cond is validated, i.e.,inv(r1,r2) ⇒ cond, the valuation of conditional statements
in (r1, r2) are independent of the path from(l1, m2) to (r1, r2) (step 16). In order to
check schedule-insensitivity of(l1, m2), we need to carry out the above check for every
conditional statement that is reachable from(l1, m2) and has a def-use chain from both
l1 andm2 to cond. If all there exists no such conditional statement then we can avoid a
context switch at locationl1 of threadT1 (steps 24-30) thereby collapsing partial orders
in the transaction graph.

Scalability Issues.A key concern in using transactions graphs for deducing schedule
insensitivity is the state explosion resulting from the product construction. However, in
practice, the transaction graph construction is very efficient due to three main reasons.
First, in building the transaction graph we take the productover control locations and
not local states of threads. Thus fork threads the size of the transaction graph is at
mostnk, wheren is the maximum number of lines of code in any thread. Secondly,
when computing numerical invariants we use the standard technique of variable clus-
tering wherein two variablesu andv occur in a common cluster if there exists a def-use
chain along which bothu andv occur. Then it suffices to build the transaction graph for
each cluster separately. Moreover, for clusters that contains only local thread variables
there is no need to build the transaction graph as such variables do not produce thread
dependencies. Thus cluster induced slicing can drastically cut down on the statements
that need to be considered for each cluster and, as a result, the transaction graph size.
Finally, since each cluster typically has few shared variables, POR (step 5) further en-
sures that the size of the transaction graph for each clusteris small. Finally, it is worth
keeping in mind that the end goal of schedule insensitivity reduction is to help model
checking scale better and in this context any transaction graph construction will likely
be orders of magnitude faster than model checking which remains the key bottleneck.

6 Enhancing Symbolic Model Checking via Schedule Insensitivity

We show how to exploit schedule insensitivity for scaling symbolic model checking.

Schedule Insensitivity versus Partial Order Reduction.In order to illustrate the ad-
vantage of schedule insensitivity reduction we start by briefly recalling monotonic par-
tial order reduction, a provably optimal symbolic partial order reduction technique. The
technique is optimal in that it ensures that exactly one interleaving is explored for every
partial order induced by computations of the given program.Using schedule insensitiv-
ity we show how to enhance monotonic POR by further collapsing partial orders over
and above those obtained via MPOR.
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The intuition behind MPOR is that if all transitions enabledat a global state are
independent then we need to explore just one interleaving. This interleaving is cho-
sen to be the one in which transitions are executed in increasing (monotonic) order of
their thread-ids. If, however, some of the transitions enabled at a global state are de-
pendent than we need to explore interleavings that exerciseboth relative orders of these
transitions which may violate thenatural monotonic order. In that case, we allow an
out-of-order-execution, viz., a transitiontr′ with larger thread-id thantr and dependent
with tr to execute beforetr.

Example.Consider the example in fig. 1. If we ignore dependencies between local tran-
sitions of threadsT1 andT2 then MPOR would explore only one interleaving namely
the one wherein all transitions ofT1 are executed before all transitions ofT2, i.e., the
interleavingα1α2α3β1β2β3 (see fig. 1(b)). Consider now the pair of dependent opera-
tions(a1, b1) accessing the same shared variablesh. We need to explore interleavings
whereina1 is executed beforeb1, and vice versa, which causes, for example, the out-
of-order executionβ1α1α2α3β2β3 where transitionβ1 of threadT2 is executed before
transitionα1 of threadT1 even though the thread-id ofβ1 is greater than the thread-id
of α1. MPOR guarantees that exactly one interleaving is exploredfor each partial order
generated by dependent transitions.

When exploiting schedule insensitivity, starting at a global control state(c1, c2) an
out-of-order execution involving transitionstr1 andtr2 of threadT1 andT2, respec-
tively, is enforced only when (i)tr1 and tr2 are dependent,and (ii) tr1 and tr2 are
schedule independent starting at(c1, c2). Note that the extra condition (ii) makes the
criterion for out-of-order execution stricter. This causes fewer out-of-order executions
and further restricts the set of partial orders that will be explored over and above MPOR.

Going back to our example, we see that starting at global control state(a2, b2), tran-
sitionsa2 andb2 are dependent as they access the same shared variable. Thus MPOR
would explore interleavings whereina2 is executed beforeb2 (α1β1α2α3β2β3) and
vice versa (α1β1β2α2α3β3). However as shown in sec. 2,a2 andb2 are schedule in-
sensitive and so executinga2 andb2 in different relative orders does not generate any
new behavior. Thus we only explore one of these orders, i.e.,a2 executing beforeb2 as
thread-id(a2) = 1 < 2 =thread-id(b2). Thus after applying SIR, we see that starting at
(a2, b2) only one interleaving, i.e.,α2α3β2β3, is explored.

Implementation Strategy.Our strategy for implementing SIR is as follows:
1. We start by reviewing the basics of SAT/SMT-based boundedmodel checking.
2. Next we review the MPOR implementation wherein the scheduler is constrained

so that it does not explore all enabled transitions as in the naive approach but only those
that lead to the exploration of new partial orders via a monotonic ordering strategy as
discussed above.

3. Finally we show how to implement SIR by further restricting the scheduler to
explore only those partial orders that are generated by schedule sensitive dependent
transitions. This is accomplished via the same strategy as in MPOR - the only differ-
ence being that we allow out-of-order executions between transitions that are not just
dependent but also schedule sensitive.

Bounded Model Checking (BMC).Given a multi-threaded program and a reachability
property, BMC can check the property on all execution paths of the program up to a
fixed depthK. For each step0 ≤ k ≤ K, BMC builds a formulaΨ such thatΨ is
satisfiable iff there exists a length-k execution that violates the property. The formula
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is denotedΨ = Φ ∧ Φprop, whereΦ represents all possible executions of the program
up to k steps andΦprop is the constraint indicating violation of the property (see[1]
for more details aboutΦprop). In the following, we focus on the formulation ofΦ. Let
V = Vglobal ∪

⋃
Vi, whereVglobal are global variables andVi are local variables in

Ti. For every local (global) program variable, we add a state variable toVi (Vglobal).
We add apci variable for each threadTi to represent its current program counter. To
model nondeterminism in the scheduler, we add a variablesel whose domain is the set
of thread indices{1, 2, . . . , N}. A transition inTi is executed only whensel = i.

At every time frame, we add a fresh copy of the set of state variables. Letvi ∈ V i

denote the copy ofv ∈ V at thei-th time frame. To represent all possible length-
k interleavings, we first encode the transition relations of individual threads and the
scheduler, and unfold the composed system exactlyk time frames.

Φ := I(V 0) ∧
k∧

i=0

(SCH(V i) ∧
N∧

j=1

TRj(V
i, V i+1))

whereI(V 0) represents the set of initial states,SCH represents the constraint on the
scheduler, andTRj represents the transition relation of threadTj. Without any reduc-
tion, SCH(V i) := true, which means thatsel takes all possible values at every step.
This defaultSCH considers all possible interleavings. SIR can be implemented by
adding constraints toSCH to remove redundant interleavings.

MPOR Strategy. As discussed before, the broad intuition behind MPOR is to execute
location transitions of threads in increasing orders of their thread-ids unless dependen-
cies force an out-of-order execution. In order to characterize situations where we need
to force an out-of-order execution we use the notion of adependency chain.

Definition (Dependency Chain)Let t andt′ be transitions such thatt <x t′, i.e.,t is
executed beforet′ along computationx. A dependency chain alongx starting att is a
(sub-)sequence of transitionstri0 , ..., trik

fired alongx, where (a)i0 < i1 < ... < ik,
(b) for eachj ∈ [0..k − 1], trij

is dependent withtrij+1
, and (c) there does not exist a

transition fired alongx betweentrij
andtrij+1

that is dependent withtrij
.

For transitionst andt′ fired alongx, we uset ⇒x t′ to denote that the fact that there is
a dependency chain fromt to t′ alongx. Then the MPOR strategy is as follows:

MPOR Strategy. Explore only those computationx such that for each pair of tran-
sitions tr and tr′ such thattr′ <x tr we havetid(tr′) > tid(tr) only if either (i)
tr′ ⇒x tr, or (ii) there exists a transitiontr′′ such thattid(tr′′) < tid(tr), tr′ ⇒x tr′′

andtr′ <x tr′′ <x tr.

Schedule Insensitivity Reduction.For implementing SIR, we only need to consider
partial orders induced by those pairs of conflicting transitions that are schedule sensi-
tive. This motivates the following definition.

Definition (Schedule-Dependency Chain)Let t and t′ be transitions fired along a
computationx such thatt <x t′. A schedule-dependency chain alongx starting att is
a (sub-)sequence of transitionstri0 , ..., trik

fired alongx, where (a)i0 < i1 < ... < ik,
(b) for eachj ∈ [0..k − 1], trij

is schedule-dependent withtrij+1
, and (c) there does

not exist a transition fired alongx betweentrij
and trij+1

that is schedule-dependent
with trij

.
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For transitionst andt′ fired alongx, we uset ⇒s
x t′ to denote that the fact that there

is a schedule-dependency chain fromt to t′ alongx. Note that the difference between
the above definition and that of a Dependency chain is that theabove definition is more
restrictive as it only consider chains over dependent transitions only if they are schedule-
dependent. As a result is leads to exploration of fewer partial orders which in turn
enhances scalability of state space exploration. Then the SIR strategy is as follows:

SIR. Explore only those computations such that for each pair of transitionstr andtr′

such thattr′ <x tr we havetid(tr′) > tid(tr) only if either (i)tr′ ⇒s
x tr, or (ii) there

exists a transitiontr′′ such thattid(tr′′) < tid(tr), tr′ ⇒s
x tr′′ andtr′ <x tr′′ <x tr.

Encoding SIR. In order to implement our technique, we need to track schedule depen-
dency chains in a space efficient manner. Our encoding to track schedule dependency
chains is similar to the one for tracking dependency chains in MPOR except that we
consider schedule sensitivity as opposed to dependency of transitions in building these
chains. In order to track schedule dependency chains, for each pair of threadsTi and
Tj , we introduce a new variableSDCij defined as follows.

Definition. SDCil(k) is 1 or −1 accordingly as there is a dependency chain or not,
respectively, from the last transition executed byTi to the last transition executed by
Tl at or before time stepk. If no transition has been executed byTi up to time stepk,
SDCil = 0.

Updating SDCij . If at time stepk threadTi is executing transitiontr, then for each
threadTl, we check whether the last transition executed byTl is schedule sensitive with
tr. To track that we introduce the dependency variablesDEPli defined below.

Definition. DEPli(k) is trueor falseaccordingly as the transition being executed by
threadTi at time stepk is dependent with the last transition executed byTl, or not. Note
thatDEPii(k) = 1 always holds (due to control conflict).

For MPOR these dependency variables are enough to track dependency chains. How-
ever even if two transitions are dependent they might still be schedule insensitive. To
carry out this additional check, we introduce the schedule sensitivity variables

Definition. SSli(k) is true or false accordingly as the transition of threadTi being
executed at time stepk is schedule sensitive with the last transition executed byTl, or
not. Note thatSSii(k) always holds true.

We now show how the SDC variables are updated. If(DEPli(k) = 1) ∧ (SSli(k) =
true) and ifSDCjl(k−1) = 1, i.e., there is a schedule dependency chain from the last
transition executed byTj to the last transition executed byTl, then this schedule depen-
dency chain can be extended to the last transition executed by Ti, i.e., tr. In that case,
we setDCji(k) = 1. Also, since we track schedule dependency chains only from the
last transition executed by each thread, the schedule dependency chain corresponding
to Ti needs to start afresh and so we setSDCij(k) = −1 for all j 6= i. To sum up, the
updates are as follows.

SDCii(k) = 1
SDCij(k) = −1 whenj 6= i
SDCji(k) = 0 whenj 6= i andSDCjj(k − 1) = 0
SDCji(k) =

∨n

l=1(SDCjl(k − 1) = 1 ∧ DEPli(k) ∧ SSli(k)) whenj 6= i andSDCjj(k − 1) 6= 0
SDCpq(k) = SDCpq(k − 1) whenp 6= i andq 6= i
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Scheduling Constraint. Next we introduce the scheduling constraints variablesSi,
whereSi(k) is true or falsebased on whether threadTi can be scheduled to execute or
not, respectively, at time stepk in order to ensure quasi-monotonicity. Then we conjoin
the following constraint toSCH :

n∧

i=1

(selk = i ⇒ Si(k))

We encodeSi(k) (where1 ≤ i ≤ n) as follows:
Si(0) = true and
for k > 0, Si(k) =

∧
j>i(SDCji(k) 6= −1 ∨

∨
l<i SDCjl(k − 1) = 1)

In the above formula,SDCji(k) 6= −1 encodes the condition that either a transition by
threadTj, wherej > i, hasn’t been executed up to timek, i.e.,SDCji(k) = 0, or if it
has then there is a schedule-dependency chain from the last transition executed byTj to
the transition ofTi enabled at time stepk, i.e.,SDCji(k) = 1. If these two cases don’t
hold and there exists a transitiontr′ fired byTj before the transitiontr of Ti enabled at
time stepk, then in order for quasi-monotonicity to hold, there must exist a transition
tr” fired by threadTl, wherel < i, aftertr′ and beforetr such that there is a schedule-
dependency chain fromtr′ to tr′′ which is encoded as

∨
l<i SDCjl(k − 1) = 1.

All we need to show now is how to encode the DEP and SS variables. The dependency
variables are encoded exactly as in MPOR (see [5] for details). Thus as a final step we
show how to encode the SS variables.

Encoding SS.For encoding SS variables we use the schedule insensitive transaction
graph constructed in sec 5. In order to decide whether transitionsci → di andcj → dj

of threadsTi andTj are schedule sensitive it suffices to check whether there exist paths
in the transaction graph whereinci is executed beforecj along one and vice versa along
the other. Note that since SIR allows context switching onlyat locations where shared
variables are accessed, we can restrict ourselves to locationsci andcj satisfying this
property. Moreover since we are interested only in the schedule (in)sensitivity of depen-
dent transitions we can further assume that the statements at ci andcj are dependent.

To encodeSSij we first compute the setSS-Pairsij of all pairs(c1, c2) such that (i)
c1 andc2 belong to threadsTi andTj, (ii) there exists a pair of dependent transitions of
the formtr1 : c1 → d1 andtr2 : c2 → d2, and (iii) there exist paths in the schedule
insensitive transaction graph whereinc1 is executed beforec2 along one and vice versa
along the other. The setsSS-Pairsij can be enumerated via a single traversal of the
transaction graph. ThenSSij =

∨
(c,d)∈SS−Pairsij

((pci = c) ∧ (pcj = d))

7 Implementation and Experimental Results
In previous work [6] we used static analysis to produce data race warnings for a suite
of Linux device drivers downloaded from the Linux Kernel Archives. Each warning
produced via static analysis is a pair(l1, l2) of control locations in different threads
where the same shared variable is accessed with at least one of the access being a write
operation and disjoint sets of locks are held. In order to decide whether(l1, l2) is a true
date race we have to decide whether there exists a reachable global state of the given
program with threadTi at control locationli.
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Witness #
SharedRelevantTransaction MPOR SIR
Vars Sh. Vars Graph Time Mem Time Mem

jfs dmap : 1 6 1 0.01 0.02 59 0.01 12

ctrace : 1 19 12 10 2 62 1 43
ctrace : 2 19 12 14 10 hr 1.2G 3hr 0.5G
ctrace : 3 19 12 12 2303 733 1800 560

autofs : 1 7 2 0.05 1.14 60 0.5 30
autofs : 2 7 2 0.07 128 144 43 85

ptrace : 1 3 1 20 844 249 502 191

Witness #
SharedRelevantTransaction MPOR SIR
Vars Sh. Vars Graph Time Mem Time Mem

raid : 1 6 0 - 26.13 75 7.1 21
raid : 2 6 0 - 179 156 20 41
raid : 3 6 0 - 32.19 87 5 29
raid : 4 6 0 - 4.15 61 3 19
raid : 5 6 0 - 9.30 59 2 24
raid : 6 6 0 - 70 116 12 23

ipoib : 1 10 2 0.02 0.1 58 0.1 58
ipoib : 2 10 2 0.02 0.1 59 0.1 59
ipoib : 3 10 2 0.04 0.1 58 0.1 57
ipoib : 4 10 2 0.03 0.3 59 0.3 59

Table 1.Model Checking Data Race Warnings (Timings are in seconds and memory in MBs).

We compare the time taken and memory used for MPOR [5] and SIR.For each of
the six drivers, the property checked is reachability of control locations corresponding to
data race warnings. Columns 1 and 2 report the total number and the number of relevant
shared variables, respectively. Here a shared variable is said to relevant is there is a def-
use chain starting at some write ofv and leading to a conditional statement of some
thread. Clearly we need to consider conflicts only for the relevant shared variables.
Note that typically, the number of relevant shared variables is considerably less than
the total number of shared variables thereby pointing to theutility of SIR. Column 3
gives the time taken for transaction graph construction using our new SIR algorithm.
Note that the overhead of this step is small. Also, for examples that contain no relevant
shared variables, e.g.,raid, this step is unnecessary as we know a priori that only one
interleaving need be explored. The model checking statistics for MPOR and SIR are
shown in columns 4-5 and 6-7, respectively. Clearly, both the time taken and memory
used when applying SIR is significantly less than when MPOR isused. Our experiments
were conducted on a workstation with 2.8 GHz Xeon processor and 4GB memory.
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